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February - NOTICE - (CC0 1.0)

March - DIFFICULT - https://www.flickr.com/photos/threthny/14766925712 - (CC BY-NC-SA 2.0)

April - FEAR - https://www.flickr.com/photos/41040538@N05/3782483177 - (CC BY 2.0)

May - LIVES - (CC0 1.0)

June - SUCCESS - https://pixabay.com/en/sand-footsteps-footprints-beach-768783/ - (CC0 1.0)
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October - PRACTICE - https://www.flickr.com/photos/kevint3141/3763863511 - (CC BY 2.0)
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Credits

After many years, this is the first calendar realized without my friend Eduardo Gelbstein
who left us on July 19, 2015. I still want to thank him for the great inspiration he gave me
during our long friendship. Thank you Ed!



About the Calendar

We are often faced with what look like major problems in our work and
in our personal life. We are not the only ones who are in such a situation
and some wisdom coming from the past, sometime difficult to attribute
to a single author, can be very helpful for support.

I have tried to select for this monthly calendar some simple quotations
that are more meaningful than others for our daily life. Basic concepts
that everybody should keep in mind and use it as a small handle when
walking in the slippery slopes of professional and personal life.

Stefano Baldi



The BETTER
is the enemy
of the GOOD









difficult
easy

All things are

before they are 





The only thing
we have to fear 

is fear itself

is fear itself

FRANKLIN  D. ROOSEVELT





You have two lives.
The second one
begins when you
realise
you only have one

CONFUCIUS





Success is
a JOURNEY 

not a
DESTINATION





If it ain't broke

don't fix it





Safebetter

Sorrythan





Minds are like
parachutes

they only function
when open





Makes
Practice

Perfect





 there is an
opportunity

For every problem





I  HEAR  and I forget

I  SEE  and I remember

I  DO  and I understand
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